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Category:Software architectureQ: How to use a class
declaration in Python? I'm trying to use a class declaration in

Python: class B: def __init__(self, value): print "New
object:", value class A: def foo(self): b = B(1) obj1 = A()
obj1.foo() This fails to compile with "AttributeError: A
instance has no attribute 'B'" How to correctly use a class

declaration in Python? I understand that __init__ is special
and probably can't be overridden. I don't know how to

properly inherit a class. I've found some examples which
seem to demonstrate what I'm trying to do, but they all have
variations to how they are used. A: Try this class A(object):

def __init__(self): self.b = B(1) class B(object): def
__init__(self, value): print "New object:", value A: Just to
add some to this answer, you could use the new style class
definitions if you want to go that way: class A(object): def
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by O Zimmermann to search, find and apply these guides, please visit: Search for Abstract. Bibliography, Information and
guides on the Web. O Zimmermann is the author of Architecture, Design and Implementation of Software Products and
Services and co-author of Service-oriented Architecture – Concepts and Patterns. In addition, he is a well-known speaker on the
topics of service-oriented architectures (SOA) and remote application programming interfaces (APIs).defmodule
CodeCorps.DataMigration.CreateUsersTable do alias CodeCorps.Users alias CodeCorps.Users.User alias
CodeCorps.Users.UserRights alias CodeCorps.Users.UserStatus alias CodeCorps.Users.UserTitle defmodule Table do use
Phoenix.Database.Model @primary_key {:uuid, :binary_id, autogenerate: true} def schema do [ uuid: :string, user_id: :uuid,
user_name: :string, password: :string, user_rights: :text, user_status: :text, user_title: :text, updated_at: :utc_datetime ] end end
defmacro __using__(_opts) do quote do schema = quote do fields :id, :uuid, :user_name, :password, :user_rights, :user_status,
:user_title, :updated_at end changeset = quote do id = unquote(:id) # Insert, delete, or update a user table. # Only UPDATE
fields with unique IDs ( 2d92ce491b
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